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The Cluster Between Internet of Things and Social

Networks: Review and Research Challenges
Antonio M. Ortiz, Member, IEEE, Dina Hussein, Soochang Park, Member, IEEE, Son N. Han, Student Member,

IEEE, and Noel Crespi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The cluster between Internet of Things (IoT) and
Social Networks (SN) enables the connection of people to the
ubiquitous computing universe. In this framework, the informa-
tion coming from the environment is provided by the IoT, and
the SN brings the glue to allow human-to-device interactions.
This article explores the novel paradigm for ubiquitous com-
puting beyond IoT, denoted by Social Internet of Things (SIoT).
Although there have been early-stage studies in social-driven IoT,
they merely use one or some properties of SIoT to improve a
number of specific performance variables. Therefore, this article
first addresses a complete view on SIoT and key perspectives to
envision the real ubiquitous computing. Thereafter, a literature
review is presented along with the evolutionary history of IoT
research from Intranet of Things to SIoT. Finally, this article
proposes a generic SIoT architecture, and presents a discussion
about enabling technologies, research challenges, and open issues.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, Social Internet of Things,
Social Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are standing on the brink of a new era with real ubiqui-

tous computing and communication where many gadgets, such

as sensors, RFID tags, and smart electronic/electromechanical

devices, surrounding us will be on the network [1], [2]. The

gadgets would disappear and weave themselves into the fabric

of our everyday life to work in concert to support us in

carrying out daily life activities, tasks and rituals in an easy,

natural way using information and intelligence, hidden in

the network connecting the gadgets. This pervasive paradigm

known as Internet of Things (IoT) might increase the value

of information generated by the number of interconnection

between people and gadgets, denoted by things, and transfor-

mation of the processed information into knowledge for the

benefit of mankind and society [3].

IoT will usher in a wide range of smart services and applica-

tions to cope with many of the challenges that individuals and

organizations face in their everyday lives via allowing humans

and things to be connected with either anyone or anything, in

any place, at any time [1][4].

The IoT vision of pervasively connecting billions of things

is able to interact with the environment around us and receive

information on its status that was previously not available

by simply looking at a set of things [5]. In other words,
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while previous Intranet of Things [5][6], which is a local

network of a set of things such as Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs), Machine-to-Machine (M2M), and smart homes, can

only extract regional information containing specific content

from the things, IoT can provide large scale, comprehensive,

and historical information by collaborating between different

intranets of things even if they have heterogeneity regarding

devices, local communication technologies, and deployment

goals. Furthermore, IoT enables the creation and composition

of new services and applications, offering to individual users

a new ecosystem where different intranets of things can

collaborate.

Humans usually interact with others in a wide variety of

relationships during their everyday life. Also, they would

utilize many smart services and applications from IoT to

improve their life quality. Hence, quality of experience (QoE)

of those services and applications depends on how to satisfy

the needs driven from the relations among humans. In addition,

a high degree of correctness of each need is practically derived

by the collaboration with humans in the relationship related

to a service. In IoT, as mentioned above, an individual user

connects to the other(s) via legacy networks; on the other hand,

sets of things collaborate with each other via the Internet

for offering information to smart services and applications,

while each user uses them. Thus the IoT follows two interac-

tion paradigms: human-to-human and thing-to-thing, and then

humans merely utilize data from things as an old-fashioned

client-server interaction model [7][8]. It means that IoT so far

does not adopt a true connection between humans and things,

i.e., human-to-thing, for real ubiquitous computing [6].

In order to practically integrate the ubiquitous computing in

our future daily life with high QoE, we need to improve the

connectivity of all the relationships between users and things,

and to enhance the availability of computational power via sets

of things surrounding us. Therefore, we take into consideration

Social Networks (SN) of all entities (i.e., humans and things)

for ubiquitous computing as an evolution beyond the IoT. In

other words, things should be socialized for allowing humans

to establish relationships with them in an easy way. It does

not only mean physical connections between humans and

things, but also logical configurations of social communities

involving humans as well as things. This logical configuration

can be realized through exhibiting features from people’s

SN and adopts them for the suggested universal SN of all

entities. The feature set can include the interactivity scheme,

profiling system, recommendation, and mashup of services.

This SN assists in the emerging of new communities driven
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by increasing sociality, inherited from traditional SNs, could

give the chance to understand user requirements, and thus they

also improve the availability based on trust in each community.

In fact, increasing the availability of processing power

would be accompanied by decreasing the visibility [1][9].

Thus, this novel pervasive vision with improved sociality is

denoted by Social Internet of Things (SIoT).

Consequently, new ecosystems coming out when clustering

social networks and IoT allow the enrichment of/from both

paradigms since IoT provides the connection to the physical

world by sensing and actuating while social networks con-

tribute to many of the daily aspects of the human world.

This article explores the evolutionary history of what has

been called SIoT, analyzes the gaps in social-driven IoT studies

in early stage, with an eye on future ubiquitous computing

(i.e., SIoT), and comes up with a novel architecture design

that integrates different components from previous proposals,

and with newly driven requirements and research challenges

for SIoT.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section

II, we address the role of SNs for IoT evolution as well

as discussion of the SIoT values. Then, we go through the

history of technical improvements from WSNs to IoT in

Section III. Section IV provides literature review of social-

driven IoT studies based on architectures, current research

trends, applications, and SIoT in the industry. In Section V,

we discuss the new challenges and open issues of SIoT with

the architectural elements that will pave the way toward this

future-driven SIoT paradigm. Finally, Section VI gives some

concluding remarks.

II. SOCIAL INTERNET OF THINGS

In this section, we address three questions to help in

understanding the concept of SIoT and its main contributions

to the current technology. Next, we discuss each question

trying to raise concerns and seek solutions to them.

A. Why are we considering Social Network principles to be

integrated with real ubiquitous computing?

The term Community of Interest (COI) generally refers to

a set of communicating entities [1][10]; it may also be further

extended to refer to a set of communicating entities engaged in

wanted communication, namely ”good COI” [2]. Individuals in

such COI share various resources in online and offline settings.

They share social relationships, interests, and contextual and

multimedia resources. Also, in some scenarios they share

physical devices and objects, i.e., office/home appliances.

While social relationships and contextual data shared within

an online community are considered as productive resources

that would facilitate cooperation for mutual benefits [3], SIoT

suggests extending this principle to integrate physical elements

and their contextual data from the real world into the social

capital to reach a better understanding and modelling of the

users real needs and objectives.

In ubiquitous computing environments, realizing a vision

of Ambient Intelligence [11] where many different devices,

called things, will gather and process information from many

different sources to control both physical processes and in-

teractions with users, we can find diverse interaction models

among devices and humans: human-to-human, thing-to-thing,

and human-to-thing. They aim at supporting a wide variety

of services and applications for individuals and social com-

munities. In fact, when various scenarios of thing-to-thing

interaction provide local/global information to services, users

trust and utilization of these services are considered as the core

value in ubiquitous computing environments. Consequently,

close interaction of human-to-thing form the next wave of

SIoT. Therefore, it eventually achieves optimization of the best

services to be offered to users with improved QoE. Brought by

the notion of trust in social communities, this shift from thing-

to-thing pairing towards human-to-thing implies that users are

no longer only consumers of services but they also participate

in creating services. This transit brings up new challenges in

terms of context and communications as well as benefits. In

this article we mainly focus on two benefits: (i) improving the

QoE and (ii) enhancing the collaboration within communities

involving humans and things.

On the other hand, achieving collaboration is one of the

major goals of SNs. With the wealth of social and contex-

tual data shared and stored, online presence of individuals

and communities is no longer passive. They collaborate by

publishing data and content aiming to meet their needs in

everyday life. In SIoT vision, users and mostly devices are

the core contributors to create services as well as consumers

of services. The wheel starts turning from individuals and

communities, it gathers social data and communicates with

devices shared on the physical world to eventually offer a set

of services and an enhanced collaboration back to communities

and individuals.

As the paradigm for Ubiquitous Computing [9] implies

making the computational power available anytime/anywhere

and exploits it toward the benefit of mankind and societies [4],

this paradigm will not be completed without understanding

society needs and challenges. Weaving the social/contextual

data and relationships available within online social networks

with physical thing worlds will ultimately reach this goal.

B. Why SIoT is the next step?

Future ubiquitous computing will usher in a wide range of

smart services and applications to cope with many challenges

that individuals and organizations face in their everyday lives

via allowing humans and things to be connected with either

anyone or anything, in any place, at any time. While IoT

studies [1][12] have typically mentioned communication to

physical world by sensing or actuating through many of

different devices to be the biggest novelty, SIoT paradigm

however raises important concerns about why and how to

utilize these services and applications. For this objective, there

are two considerations as shown in Fig. 1: 1) increasing

sociality (or connectivity) and 2) improving pervasiveness (or

availability).

In order to settle on all the properties of real ubiquitous

computing in our future daily life with high QoE, we need

to improve the connectivity of all the relationships between
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary History of Ubiquitous Computing Technology.

humans and things. As mentioned above, in human society

a person typically functions both as a consumer and as a

producer to communicate with the others; moreover, in either

physical or online world, social networks could provide long-

term (or proactive) and on-demand (or reactive) information,

e.g., needs, interests, locations, demographic properties, re-

lationship characteristics, etc., of individuals or communities

through collaboration with each other. Storing, processing, and

utilizing these social aspects could eventually help to improve

QoE.

In pervasive environments, users tend to access services any

time and anywhere using any kind of devices through any kind

of communication networks. When overseen through the SIoT

vision, pervasiveness will imply the weaving of actual, virtual,

and physical things into SIoT.

In SIoT, users themselves can unintentionally participate in

the process of improving QoE through things they use and

share on a daily basis which represent their interests and

needs. Moreover, things will collaborate with other diverse

things to satisfy their objectives which are driven from the

humans. In this sense, humans and things are no longer seen

as separate nodes inside a network, and their objectives and

needs will weave together forming what we call SIoT. That is,

such close link formation between humans and things would

cause increasing availability of both elements (i.e., humans

and things) as well as assuring their transparency. The two

previously mentioned notions of transparency and availability

will eventually drive us to the highly pervasive world, as

promoted by future driven ubiquitous computing systems.

C. What are the key perspectives for future-driven SIoT?

In order to achieve an actual implementation of the seamless

integration between social and IoT worlds and to gain the

benefits promoted by the SIoT vision discussed above, certain

perspectives need to be considered. Figure 1 illustrates these

perspectives together with the evolution history of ubiquitous

computing technology.

• Interactivity Perspective: the pairing between humans and

things in IoT can take place in two forms: human-to-

human or thing-to-thing interaction and it can be achieved

using the normal physical interaction in case of humans

or various computer networks in case of things. In the

current state of the art, most of the contributions focus

on a single form of communication at a time whereas in

this article, we claim that implementing human-to-thing

interactions is essential to achieve the completed vision

of SIoT. Such kind of communication opens the door to

another level of pervasiveness in IoT environments and

in fact opens the door to many other networking and

communication issues that must be tackled.

• Collaboration Perspective: this perspective appears to be

the most important one in order to realize a complete

convergence of both the social and IoT worlds because

it endorses human-to-thing interactions. We explore the

roles of humans and things. Considering social values,

SIoT ultimately allows humans and things to act as

producers or consumers, and this leads to increasing

collaboration among all the entities as well as eventually

enhancing QoE.

• Handled-data Perspective: it is also very important to

consider the kind of data acquisition and handling tech-

niques needed to be considered in pervasive environ-

ments. We categorize data acquisition techniques into two

categories: (i) proactive data acquisition that is commonly

uses crawling techniques, learning algorithms, or various

data analysis algorithms, and (ii) reactive data acquisition

which usually operates in a real time manner using

various data mining and query techniques. In SIoT, both

kinds of data acquisition can be used depending on the

given scenarios. For instance, location information of a

user could indicate either the current location for an on-

demand query or the historical trajectory by learning

and analyzing. Also, this property could cause the same

situation for temperature monitoring by things.
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III. FROM WSN TO SIOT

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) appeared by the end

of the last century, gaining wide attention from the research

community and from a number of companies that developed

commercial products using this technology. WSNs, composed

of resource-constrained (i.e., battery, processing, storage, etc.)

devices opened a research topic, where many studies started

to propose new protocols, architectures, developments, and

applications with the aim of extracting all the potential of this

new paradigm [13]. Many proposals were oriented to raise new

ideas, while others were focused on the adaptation of existing

developments to the requirements of this new technology.

WSNs have typically no infrastructure. They consist of

a variable number of low-power nodes (from few tens to

thousands) that can communicate with each other, covering

a region and working together to monitor different variables

of the environment that are measured by sensors included in

the nodes. Commonly, there exists a base station, central node,

gateway, or sink, that gathers the data coming from network

nodes to enable further data analysis.

Applications for WSNs include environmental monitoring

(e.g., flood detection, precision agriculture, forest fire detection

and tracking, etc.), military target tracking and surveillance,

health (e.g., telemonitoring of human physiological data, pa-

tient tracking, drug administration, etc.), home and building

monitoring and automation, security and surveillance, vehicu-

lar applications, warehouse management, etc. [14]. Moreover,

WSNs are an important part of other technologies such as

Body Area Networks [15], Vehicular Networks [16], Home

Automation and Domotic [17], and Smart Cities [18].

One of the main issues of WSNs is the availability of data

(i.e., who and how data can be accessed). Generally, WSNs

are proprietary deployments and data is private, and the use

of no-standard communication approaches is very common.

In that way, WSNs are isolated, and both users and devices

cannot take advantage of other deployments, so increasing

costs and reducing the functionality. From this point comes

the idea of IoT, a network where anything, anywhere, anyone,

at anytime is connected, providing communication among

different networks through the use of Internet.

IoT has been defined as a world-wide network of inter-

connected objects uniquely addressable, based on standard

communication protocols [19]. However, the main challenge of

this technology is to find the appropriate approach to integrate

generic objects (i.e., devices) into a common framework.

When integrating such as number of devices with the

communication capabilities expected from IoT, the application

scope automatically grows, including new applications such

as aerospace and aviation, automotive, telecommunications,

healthcare, independent living, pharmaceutical industry, re-

tail, logistics and supply chain management, smart cities,

manufacturing, advanced environment monitoring, agriculture

and breeding, media and entertainment industry, insurance,

recycling, etc. [20], [21].

As the interest of the community grows for the IoT

paradigm, so does the need for sharing IoT data, services and

applications, and the integration of ubiquitous computing in

the everyday life also has to comply with social interactions.

At this point is where social networking principles are progres-

sively being integrated in the IoT, so bringing on the paradigm

known as Social IoT.

The next section reviews the current technological develop-

ments that are oriented to include social skills in the loop, from

the pioneer approaches that propose to publish sensor data in

micro-blogging networks to the well-established architectures

for SIoT, detailing the basics of this new paradigm, new

application domains and industrial developments that are based

on this technology.

IV. CURRENT TRENDS: IOT IS BECOMING SOCIAL

Although the notion underlying the integration of social

aspects with IoT as promoted by SIoT is still new and in

an early stage of investigation, some research contributions

already paved the way by offering solutions for engaging

people, through social networks, along with distributed sensors

and embedded devices as a way to enhance services and appli-

cations. In [22], for instance, the IoT paradigm is proposed to

be enriched with Twitter-communication capabilities to post

updates and information about the status of some on-going

tasks and activities. Similarly in [23], an approach based on

WSN is presented making also use of Twitter to publish and

share sensory data and resources. In [24], the IoT architecture

is considered as a social organization framework to federate

ubiquitous IoT architecture. Other approaches propose to

extended the IoT through the use of social networks APIs,

for instance, [25] suggests a platform that enables people to

share their World Wide Web-enabled devices so that others

can use them.

A. SIoT Paradigm

The SIoT paradigm represents an ecosystem that allows

people and smart devices to interact within a social framework.

On top of this framework, applications and services can be

offered relying on Web technologies. To realize this framework

some major building blocks should be provided. In this section

we sum up these key aspects that constitute the basis of SIoT:

the social role, intelligence, socialized devices, and everything

as a service.

• Social Role: In [26], [27], [28] the social role initiates

from users’ social network, where the argument to bring

it into IoT world is to guarantee the network navigability,

and an efficient service discovery. Similarly in [29] the

social role is promoted by the use of popular online

social networks and their APIs to maintain a social

structure and relationships with smart objects. Also, this

suggested social structure allows to share smart objects

relying on the trust provided by the community. In

[30], users’ social networks accounts can help in service

operation for SIoT, for instance, to utilize geo-location

data or publish devices’ status and updates. The social

role appears in [31] in terms of utilizing social networks

as an interface to control smart objects.

• Intelligence: In [27] the concept of intelligence is men-

tioned as an essential component of the SIoT paradigm
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which is responsible for starting, updating and terminat-

ing the objects’ relationships in SIoT. This is not only the

scope of intelligence, in [29] the notion of intelligence is

to allow dynamic thing-to-thing service discovery where

smart objects can understand each others’ services in an

automated way. The work presented in [32] envisions

that intelligence is implemented as a middleware com-

bining many technologies such as ontologies, techniques

for processing user generated content, and recommen-

dation techniques. In short, intelligence in literature

appears to be a sort of decision maker to drive the use

of services.

• Socialized Devices: The concept of socialized devices

as brought in by very early contributions in SIoT such

as [26], [27], [28], [29] may be the most essential ar-

chitectural component because it implies the mechanism

which various smart objects and embedded devices will

use to communicate with people through the Internet.

[33] introduced the idea of collaboration between social

networks and smart objects, an analysis of the features of

social devices is also presented in this article, focusing

on the vision of enabling smart devices to ”talk” with

other objects, to share experience about certain situations

and to seek help. In [29], social devices rely on Web

protocols to communicate with users through a social

network environment.

• Everything as a Service: The notion of turning objects

and SNs functionalities into services and enable them to

be easily discovered and integrated with various other

services has been presented in the literature to utilize

the convergence between the social and devices roles as

promoted by SIoT. Thus, people can share the services

offered by smart objects with friends or objects [34].

This kind of sharing implies the use of the social role

to discover and promote services. However, the concept

of turning ”everything” to a service is presented in [27]

as a wider vision, by associating smart objects with the

services they deliver. The discovery of new services to be

utilized or mashed-up with other services can take place

endorsed by the social role, where a user can discover

trustworthy services within her/his social community.

TABLE I
SIOT ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Contribution SR Intll. SD EaaS

Atzori et al. [26][27][35] X X

Atzori et al. [28] X X

Zhang et al. [31] X

Pintus et al. [30] X

Ciortea et al. [36] X

Guinard et al. [29] X X X

Social Role (SR), Socialized Devices (SD),
Everything as a Service (EaaS)

B. SIoT Architecture

In the literature, the Web of things (WoT) is presented as an

evolutionary step following the IoT paradigm [29] where in

the former, smart objects and people relies on Web standards

and protocols to interact as peers in an integrated ecosystem.

The convergence between the social aspects in WoT and

IoT paradigms formed the focus of many research papers;

however, the two terms themselves are being alternatively used

in the literature to refer to almost the same paradigm. In this

article we stick with the term SIoT; however, we consider

contributions in the field of SWoT as well. Table I summarizes

the research papers with their mainly presented architectural

components presented in Section IV-A.

TABLE II
SIOT RESEARCH TRENDS

Research Contribution SWS SC LBA SNGA TM

Atzori et al. [27] X

Pintus et al. [30] X

Guinard et al. [34] X

Misra et al. [37] X

Blackstock et al. [38] X

Guinard et al. [29] X X

Lequerica et al. [39] X X

Makitalo et al. [40] X X

AN Jian et al. [41] [42] X X

Michelle Nitti et al. [43] X

Fenye Bao et al. [44] X

Semantic Web Service (SWS), Social Cognition (SC), Location Based
Awareness (LBA), Social Net. Graph Analysis (SNGA), Trust Manag. (TM)

C. SIoT Research Trends and Applications Domains

The potentials offered by SIoT make possible the devel-

opment of a huge number of applications, however due to

the relatively novelty of the concept it has not been fully

exploited in many applications. We split contributions into

two categories: research trends utilizing the social aspects in

an IoT environment to offer a higher quality of service, and

some partially or fully implemented prototypes that propose

the idea of integrating the social networks with IoT to improve

aspects our daily life. Various research trends exist in the

literature, although they are not originally presented under the

SIoT umbrella, they can still fit into it by combining the social

role with IoT. We sum up those in Table II. The research

trends includes semantic web services environments to enable

devices and social service discovery and mash-up. Other

trends focus on realizing some social aspects from online

social networks or peer-to-peer social networks to offer social

aware services. Location based awareness is another research

trend where location data are collected and processed to

offer customized services. The analysis of the social network

graph has been also considered to gain understanding of the

social relationships. Finally, trust management is offered to

orchestrate the process of service discovery. Table III shows

some of prototype examples in the field of SIoT.

D. Industrial Approaches for SIoT

Many companies in different industrial sectors have already

approached this new trend by using cutting-edge technologies

to develop new products and services that will drive the next

wave of innovation in SIoT. These social devices ranging from

low-cost sensors to powerful embedded systems can gather
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TABLE IV
SOCIAL INTERNET OF THINGS COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

Product Manufacturer Industry Social Features Commun. Open APIs

Social Vending System PepsiCo Beverages Social network of vending machine Wired No
Gift/share a beverage to a friend
with video messages

Nike+ FuelBand Nike Apparel, Accessories Fitness-tracking wristband social network. Wireless Yes
FuelBand users share their fitness data

Nuvant MCT Corventis Healthcare Noninvasive, ambulatory arrhythmia monitoring Wireless No
Physicians, patients, and families coordinate

Good Night Lamp Good Night Lamp Appliances Share your presence and availability Wired No
in an ambient way

TABLE III
SIOT PROTOTYPE DOMAINS

Research Gastronomy Smart Smart Smart
Contribution shopping City Home

Console et al. [45] X

Ceipidor et al. [46] X

Stavroulaki et al. [47] X

Hussein et al. [48] X

data and communicate these data over the Internet to social

networks of people and devices who can respond to a problem,

deliver a service, or sell a solution [49]. Table IV summarizes

a number of off-the-shelf commercial social devices. These are

very appealing products that bring the new experience of SIoT

to the customers. Though, except products from Nike+ that

provide open APIs for third-party providers to interact with

their devices, most of the products available on the market are

still in isolated islands, which would be a challenge for the

future interoperability of SIoT products.

E. Standardization activities for SIoT

In order to standardize the diverse aspects of SIoT, sev-

eral standardization bodies accept contributions related to the

consideration of Social Network properties into the IoT, and

also the inclusion of IoT devices into the Social Networks

structure. ITU-T1 for instance, is focused on information and

communication technologies, and proposals such as the one

presented in [50], that combines Social Networks and IoT, are

part of the new era on standardization activities; oneM2M2,

initiated in 2012, aims at creating a common M2M service

layer to ensure that Machine-to-Machine communications can

effectively operate in a worldwide manner. Considering the

importance of Social Networks in the framework of IoT and

thus in M2M, it is expected that a number of contributions to

oneM2M are oriented to SIoT.

V. DISCUSSION - CHALLENGES AND OPEN ISSUES

As stated in many research works, Social IoT appears to

be the next step in the evolution of ubiquitous computing.

However, there are still a number of challenges and open issues

that should be faced by the research community in order to

mature this technology.

1http://www.itu.int/
2http://www.onem2m.org/

Fig. 2. Future SIoT Architecture.

After having illustrated the evolution from WSN to SIoT,

described the main stages of this transformation, reviewed

the literature and the commercial approaches associated to

Social IoT, this section exposes the main research directions

that will help to create this technology. First, we provide a

general purpose architecture for SIoT that integrates the main

architectural components proposed in the literature. Later we

analyze technological developments, both hardware and soft-

ware, that will make possible the successful operation of the

paradigm. Finally, we focus on non-functional requirements,

that constitute an essential part of the SIoT ecosystem.

A. Architecture - General Design

To summarize our vision towards a future driven SIoT, we

consider the following elements to be part of the architecture:

1) actors (i.e., smart things and users), 2) an intelligent system

to manage and orchestrate actors’ interactions, 3) an interface

for actors to enable interactions, 4) the Internet to provide

open access among all the involved entities. Next we discuss

about each element in the architecture in detail (see Fig. 2).

• Actors: the SIoT paradigm suggests a democratic envi-

ronment, where both humans and things can participate

equally by publishing data and recieving control com-

mands for managing data being produced. These data can

be represented as profiling data or simply responses to

queries sent by users and/or devices. Queries in this sense

can be sent to find the closest node, the most reliable node
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or service, or to simply receive updates about weather

or a certain device status. In return, humans and things

can receive services, or recommendations for services

to consume, that fulfill current situations and long term

objectives i.e, power efficiency plan for a smart grid in a

smart home.

• Intelligent system: is responsible for managing and

orchestrating the whole interactions undertaken by the

actors, we actually sum up the main sub systems to be

part of the intelligent system such as service and appli-

cations management, recommendation, service discovery

and search, and data and context management.

• Interface: all the interactions with the system take place

through an interface that enables the input of data and

queries, as well as it provides the requested output (i.e.,

control commands or services).

• Finally, the Internet act as a communication medium

to bring smart devices with their services to the users

and also to allow them to interact with their devices and

services.

B. Enabling Technologies

In order to have a functional platform that successfully im-

plements the requirements and achieves the objectives of SIoT,

some advances in the technological field must be reached.

With the objective of making any entity in the network (i.e.,

users and devices) identifiable and retrievable, it is necessary

to map a unique identifier to each component [20]. Apart

from the public names or nicks that will be used by the final

users, the system needs an addressing scheme that enables

different management tasks such as identity administration and

authentication to ensure that the heterogeneity of individuals

in the network can be identified.

Regarding the hardware developments, there is nowadays a

vast variety of devices that can be adapted to be part of the

SIoT. Sensor and actuator devices from WSN, M2M, domotic,

etc., are good candidates to take part in this new paradigm.

However, these devices usually cannot directly connect to the

Internet, and need the use of gateways to transfer their readings

and receive commands. Since many of the capabilities of SIoT

are going to be accessed through web services, the use of

web-enabled devices will facilitate the deployment and further

use of this paradigm. Moreover, new deployments should

address the energy-efficiency as a primary design goal, as well

as adaptive and re-configurable interfaces and multi-protocol

capabilities.

How this heterogeneous and huge network formed by

billions of devices and users will communicate is also an

important issue that has to be faced from the beginning. Devel-

opments oriented to enable interoperability among devices and

users will be a critical pillar in the SIoT design. Again, the

energy efficiency plays an essential role; operating systems,

communication protocols and algorithms that cooperate in the

overall energy saving will be determinant in the establishment

of SIoT. Lightweight and open middleware platforms as well

as self-adaptive software will also favor the expansion of this

technology.

Next, we analyze some of the most relevant research and

development challenges that will help to mature this technol-

ogy and lead the way to the future massive deployment and

everyday use of the SIoT ecosystem.

C. Open Research Issues

With the aim of making real the SIoT paradigm, there

are still numerous challenges that must be faced prior to the

worldwide deployment of this technology.

1) Interoperability, Data Management, and Signal Process-

ing: Due to the heterogeneous nature of the IoT devices,

including different information processing and communication

capabilities, together with user features and data, relationships

and competences coming from the SNs, the system must be

able to manage this variety of data types, providing interoper-

ability among all the components. In order to facilitate commu-

nication and cooperation, common practices and standards are

required [51]. This challenge is aligned with the identification

requirement presented in Section V-B, since all components

in the SIoT system need to be identified prior to interoperate

with each other.

After all components in the network can interoperate, data

management arises as another remarkable issue; how all the

data coming from devices and users are going to be handled?

Here, we can identify at least two issues: data storage and

data management. Regarding to storage, it is obvious that

it is practically impossible to store all the SIoT data in a

unique server, so distributed approaches should be proposed

in order to get an efficient storage system. Respecting data

management, metadata structures such as those proposed by

Metadata Standards3 can be the basis of data structures def-

inition. Afterwards, standards proposed by the W3C4 such

as RDF (Resource Description Framework), DAML (Darpa

Agent Markup Language, or OWL (Ontology Working Lan-

guage) will help providing with meaning to the data coming

from users and devices.

Of course, advanced data analysis (such as those proposed

for Big Data [52]) and intelligent approaches will provide util-

ity to the SIoT, so serving users and devices with meaningful

and valuable information.

2) Discovery and Search Engines: Considering the huge

volume of information in the SIoT, available data, services and

applications need to be easily reachable. The use of searching

and discovery mechanisms is mandatory when working with

such a data size. Existing discovery approaches for web

services such as UDDI, DPWS or RESTful-based [53], [54],

can be adapted to deal with the requirements of SIoT related

to data, services and applications lookup and discovery.

3) Energy Management: Devices taking part in the SIoT are

typically moving around, and not connected to an unlimited

power supply. So do users, carrying hand-held devices, that

usually operate with batteries. Hence, the energy conservation

is a conditioning factor in the design and operation of SIoT,

and efficient energy management should be implemented at all

levels; from M2M device communications to interface design.

3http://metadata-standards.org/
4http://www.w3.org/
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All stages in the design of SIoT technologies have to be

oriented to low-energy consumption. While energy harvesting

technologies do not yet provide enough resources, this is a

broad research topic where some approaches proposed for

WSNs and other low-power technologies can be adapted

to deal with the requirements of the SIoT (e.g., scalability,

availability, and heterogeneity).

4) Security, Privacy and Trust: These might be the most

sensitive requirements for the success of SIoT; without a

secure technology that ensures user privacy, safe communica-

tions and trustworthy interactions, the SIoT paradigm will not

reach enough popularity to be considered a well-established

technology, and all its potential will be lost.

Methods to guarantee data confidentiality and user privacy

that are also required for other platforms can likely be reused

in the SIoT context, always considering the special requisites

of this paradigm. Lightweight mechanisms for data confiden-

tiality and integrity, as well as effective ID management and

privacy enhancing technologies represent the basis that will

make users trust the SIoT ecosystem.

5) Self-operation, management and organization: As it has

been commented before, the SIoT expects to be a worldwide

technology composed of billions of devices and people. When

imaging how the global management of such a huge platform

should be, one easily realizes that automatic operation is

needed at most levels.

Mechanisms including self-organization, self-management,

self-operation, self-healing, and self-protection capabilities

will definitely be a decisive part of the SIoT. But not only

automatic network management will be relevant, also auto-

nomic data analysis, and service discovery and composition

will contribute to enhance the user experience. Again, the

adaptation of approaches proposed for other technologies can

be an starting point to automatize the operation of the SIoT

ecosystem.

6) Heterogeneity: Sensors, actuators, ID-tags, smartphones,

tablets, computers, etc., will be part of the SIoT, different

brands and technologies will have to work together to achieve

a common goal: provide users with advanced services and

applications. For this, SIoT developments have to be able to

integrate many types of devices, technologies, and services

[5]. Interoperability at device level ensures that different

technologies are able to communicate among them; the system

should ideally be open to support a huge variety of different

applications, whose characteristics and requirements may be

extremely diverse, in terms of bandwidth, latency, reliability,

availability, etc.

The necessity of dealing with heterogeneous devices will

probably degrade the overall system performance compared to

a highly optimized vertical design, but the extended functional-

ity offered by the SIoT ecosystem will compensate this draw-

back. New designs that efficiently deal with heterogeneous

technologies will be of great importance for the successful

deployment of SIoT.

7) Interactions and Interfaces: The SIoT infrastructure will

be focused on providing users with an advanced experience

able to consume and produce data and services coming from

devices and other users. Thus, the human-centric interface

should provide a user-friendly medium to interact with devices

and users.

How users and devices interact with each other is still

an open challenge. Some approaches such as [55] and [26]

propose a set of possible interactions among the different ele-

ments, but most of them are focused on specific applications.

A global set of interactions needs to be defined, as well as

methods to manage these interactions, for example, users can

get data from their own devices, but how to get data from

other users’ devices is not completely clear, and it is very

aligned with the privacy issues commented before; should

I give completely free access to my devices? What about

sensitive data such as my current location? Can I provide/get

anonymized data?

8) Service Management (discovery and composition):

Nowadays there exist a number of approaches to discover and

perform service composition in the framework of the IoT [53].

The SIoT demands new capabilities in this area, and intelligent

approaches that provide advanced functionality seem to be the

best-performance option. SOA-based systems and DPWS [56]

are a good start for service management in the SIoT, together

with semantic-compliant approaches that are able to deal with

context and data meaning.

9) Application Development: All the functionality offered

by SIoT is meaningless without applications that make use of

them. The application development process will vary depend-

ing on each situation; what devices and services are involved

and which set of users the application is oriented to are

determinant in this process. The use of open APIs will be

helpful, and the implication of the users will bring new use

cases that contribute to make the SIoT more accessible and

functional.

10) New Business Models and Stakeholders: How to get

benefits from the SIoT technology is a decisive point in the

establishment of this new paradigm. When designing an ad-

vantageous platform, where both developers, stakeholders and

users feel comfortable, and bearing in mind the collaborative

nature of the SIoT5, it is essential to take into account several

considerations: (i) offer attractive and useful services and

applications that encourage people to use them, (ii) look for

non-conflicting business models that boost collaboration, (iii)

recognize the customer experience by inviting the customers

to participate, and (iv) target the adequate customer segment.

Once users find attractive the use of SIoT-based applica-

tions, capitalizing plans can be studied and launched, includ-

ing: marketing and sales, research and development, advertis-

ing, application fees, device commercialization, etc. [57].

11) Fault Tolerance: In such a dynamic and mobile world,

with context changing rapidly and with the heterogeneity that

characterizes the SIoT, the reliable operation of the different

components should be guaranteed [51]. Efficient adaptation

to challenging situations will make the difference for a trusty

platform, as well as a correct architectural organization that

supports redundancy at several levels to ensure that it offers

reliable information to the final users.

5http://www.caba.org/resources/Documents/IS-2009-93.pdf
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12) Semantics and Context Management: The SIoT is

aimed at providing functionality in a number of situations,

and a set of devices might be used for several purposes at the

same time. Thus, the ability to correctly manage the current

context will definitely not only improve the performance of

the system, but it will also make it more usable, by providing

unambiguously access and data interpretation. Semantic ap-

proaches oriented to RDF and OWL [58] can be extended to

include descriptors for SIoT users and devices characteristics,

so facilitating the interoperability among all the components.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Internet of Things paradigm aims at connecting any-

thing, to be accessed at any time from anywhere. It is based

on making available a set of services coming from the inter-

operation of billions of devices, with the ultimate objective of

improving users everyday lives.

In this article, we review the juncture of Internet of Things

with Social Networks that defines the paradigm, known as

Social Internet of Things. This union emerges from inheriting

social networking features and values of interactivity, recom-

mendation & filtering and services composition and suggesting

a universal framework to combine users, devices and services

and the interactions among them. This seamless integration can

bring new relationships allowing the creation of novel services

and applications that will definitely be of great interest both

for final users and stakeholders.

Illustrating the evolution from Wireless Sensor Networks to

Social Internet of Things, and providing a detailed description

of this new paradigm from several points of view constitutes

the first part of the article, to later going through the current

situation of the state of the art in this technology, analyzing

different proposals and implementations, to finally come up

with a general architecture description and a deep review of

the challenges and open research issues that must be solved

to make real the Social Internet of Things.
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